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7 Tips to Master Joy

Joy will keep you busy.
Spread joy with a card or a kind word and a special smile to a stranger or someone you
love consistently everyday.

Successful Leaders express joy while growing in the dark.
C.S Lewis says, “seeds grow in dark places”.

Joy is an expression of wisdom.
Joy makes all things new. Wisdom is the application of a greater power of
understanding.

Self-awareness is the key to effectiveness.
Be conscious or cognizant of your own feelings and your character. You are the Inheritor.

Ask yourself?
Who can I help to accomplish their goals and become successful? You have greatness
within you.

Suck it up
You will sometimes fall and not feel like completing your task. Suck it up and keep going.
“Don’t let the negativity given to you by the world disempower you. Instead give to
yourself that which empowers you.” Les Brown

Leap for joy
A jumping frog can leap away from danger in an instant and hide safely in the water. Use
your joy to leap into your secret place of excitement.

The 7 most powerful steps into having an abundant life.

These 7 steps will enable you to climb to greatness is not by accident,
but conscientious effort.

The first step - Is to accept ourselves for who we are. You have been uniquely created. “Before
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I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were born I set you apart”.....Rest in your
present knowing your future is grand.

Second step - Is to be honest with ourselves. Identify your core values and what brings
you joy. Wisdom is the application of a greater power of understanding that will help you
navigate through life’s obstacles without losing ourselves in the process.

Third step - Is understanding helps us to discern credible things that would otherwise remain a
mystery. It reveals how we are related to each other.

Fourth step - Is trusting our gut instinct is one of the surest ways to make better decisions.
Counsel, foremost one of the greatest attributes in being successful is having a mentor.

Fifth step - Might relate to power or the ability to do the assignment at hand. When the might
of God manifests in our lives we become an unstoppable force.

Sixth step - A transformation to a new life. Knowledge put into action is like a weapon in
warfare. Joy’s advice is rooted in her own personal experience and her book provides an
inspiring and practical roadmap for anyone who wants to improve their life.

Seventh step - Gratitude, appreciate and trust in His will and purpose for your life. The fear of
the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. All 7 steps together will work wonders in your life.

Lastly, the bonus step is fortitude - The gift of fortitude will take you to limitless opportunities.

It is the power tool of the mind that enables you to confront danger, bear pain or overcome

adversity with a courageous heart.

With Love❤ Find your JOY😁


